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Abstract

The article is devoted to the topic of "traces of the past" interpretation; its relevance is due to both the need to improve the training of history majors and the aggravation of the fight against falsifications of history (primarily domestic). The aim of the research is to analyze the correlation of humanitarian, social and technological components in the methodology of teaching historical disciplines. The comparative method was chosen as a key method. The work uses the method of hypotheses, content analysis of the source base, and experience in studying University teaching practice. Identifying the prerequisites for "incorrect" interpretation of historical events, the author compares legal, forensic and philosophical approaches.
THE RESEARCH COMPONENT IN THE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF HISTORY MAJORS

Abstract. The article is devoted to the topic of "traces of the past" interpretation; its relevance is due to both the need to improve the training of history majors and the aggravation of the fight against falsifications of history (primarily domestic). The aim of the research is to analyse the correlation of humanitarian, social and technological components in the methodology of teaching historical disciplines. The comparative method was chosen as a key method. The work uses the method of hypotheses, content analysis of the source base, and experience in studying University teaching practice. Identifying the prerequisites for "incorrect" interpretation of historical events, the author compares legal, forensic and philosophical approaches.

The theoretical significance of the article lies in the novelty of an interdisciplinary, integrated technosocial humanitarian outlook on historical research. According to the author, the best way to overcome bias is adherence to principles; a person must inspire and justify trust: this requirement is true for both a forensic expert and a scientist. The main thing is to avoid simplifications, geometric sketching of the past, reducing it to parallels and piles of additional constructions, politicised speculations. No less great is the temptation to fall into exegesis, and from the interpreter of texts to become the owner of stylisation and meta-history. The task of the researcher is to reveal the specifics of the typical. It is extremely difficult to find the “median nerve” of an era, but this is the only way to “qualify the subjective side of an act” from a historiosophical perspective. The sensation and awareness of belonging to humanity obliges the scientist to think in integral, complex, figurative, and not abstract categories. Intersubjectivity itself (even intrasubjectivity) characterises history as a humanitarian science, and not as narrowly social one (akin to jurisprudence or sociology, especially in their positivistic interpretations). The practical significance of the study lies in the fact that the material of the article can be used in the pedagogical process, and a comparison of fundamental and applied disciplines will help history majors to sort out professional and worldview issues, and teach them to distinguish between the eternal and the vain-trendy, the ideological and the tendentious. History, the author believes, is about the eternally alive, and not about the outdated things.
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Introduction

The work of Andreas Buller “Three Lectures on the Concept of “Trace” [1] was the source of inspiration during writing the article. Referring to Western historiosophical concepts, Dr. Buller substantiates the non-trivial vision of the trace problem in history, conceived in abstract and speculative way. Having many years of forensic expert experience, we take a risk of interpreting the question literally, and therefore in the same way legally precisely and associatively, developing the conceptual apparatus of the lectures mentioned – intending to find out what (history or forensics) is
playing on a foreign field. We will try to go beyond comparing the historian with the constable made by the wise R. Collingwood [2].

Historical distance is not just inevitable, it is necessary and somewhat useful for understanding and evaluating the past. On the contrary, in detective practice, cooling off a “hot trace” complicates the investigation. Continuing the analogy, it is worth mentioning the difference between a detective story and a police action movie: in the latter, the offender is already known, and all the charm is not in intelligence, but in pursuit, in action. It is even “simpler” in case of history: here, as a rule, not only the identities of key characters are established, but the plot’s final itself is known. How great is the temptation to falsify the traces, chasing the sensation and tailoring the puzzle to a predetermined answer! Comparing historical studies to detective stories, with some similarities in details (however, purely external), looks in general rather awkward, and therefore we prefer the inductive method to Holmes’ deduction, which allows us to synthesize, in our opinion, more capacious generalizations.

Twenty years of teaching experience at the university give moral right and good reason to assert: interdisciplinary relations in the academic courses of the humanities are not fully and clearly presented (perhaps, due to the narrow specialization of teachers). In particular, studying philosophy, legal and natural science subjects by future historians has little to do with their professional competences. We believe that comparison of fundamental and applied disciplines will help history majors to judge fairly about professional and (most importantly) worldview issues, learn to distinguish between the eternal and the vain-trendy, the ideological – from the tendentious. Accordingly, the logical structure of this article is due to the interpretation of the “traces in history” problem in a comparative, interdisciplinary manner.

Review of Russian and foreign literature

Declaring the “historical-traceological” approach to be scholarly new, we recognize, however, that the issue of traces was fragmentarily covered as an aspect of historical knowledge theory. Foreign researchers are predominantly concerned with reflection issues. J. Rüsen [3] distinguished historical self-reflection and intercultural historiography; O. Oexle [4] called history a scientifically justified memory of the present; W. Wrzosek [5] said that the relation of modern historical science to the past – especially distant past – is none other than the relation of the culture to another culture. No less interesting is the search for a coordinate system that outlines the regime of historicism. For example, R. Koselleck [6] believes that historical interpretations are caused by the cognitive situation in which the historian lives; F. Hartog [7] develops the subject of the transformation of memory into history; W. Benjamin [8] writes about the shaky present and constancy of the so-called Angel of history. Western intellectuals are trying to streamline the past scholastically, administratively, from above – as if they invented and patented absolute truth. The result is tricky and neat mental constructions, which essentially are the kinds of Goldberg variations based on a thousand year-old dispute (between realists and nominalists). Actually, any paradigmatic ordnance, volens-nolens, fabricates the universal “enlightenment technology”, and the inevitable disappointment in it will give rise to another attack of negative dialectics. Perhaps for this reason bourgeois philosophy is saturated with nostalgic pessimism, a kind of anemia of faith: both in the human cognitive abilities and in the highest purpose of everything that happens, whereas, according to G. Chulkov, “history requires human courage, but you cannot be courageous if your moral consciousness constantly reminds to you about the sinfulness of the whole historical process”[9]. Modern European authors (for example, M. Cattaruzza [10]) very delicately and cautiously introduce the worldview component
into the system of historical knowledge. Perhaps, A. Buller’s beautiful aphorism can be recognized as the most “radical” in this regard: “History is the morality realized in time” [11].

Many “conceptual twists and turns” (cognitive, anthropological, psychological, memorial, and many others) turned the Western historiosophical vector 360 degrees, motivating scholars not to lose their way between the three trees of the past, future and present (passeism, futurism, presentism). As a result, there are expected reminiscences: Dr. Buller calls for arming with the skepticism of Droysen and Collingwood [12, 13], and W. Wrozek admires the critical potential of the theories of Chladenius and Vico [14]. It is time to recall Saltykov-Shchedrin: “Left to its own devices and turning in a too homogeneous environment, a thought can achieve painful, almost monstrous results” [15].

Domestic philosophy more organically (by no means in the vulgar, social-evolutionist edition of Darwinism) comprehended the idea of development, where phenomena are grouped according to observations, established laws and identified directions. Hence the natural ordering, greater integrity, “artistry” and fewer -isms in attempts to grasp the immensity (it suffices to compare the cultural and historical types of N. Danilevsky [16] and the cultural ranks of H. Rückert [17]). N. Nadezhdin defined history as “full, bright, vibrant self-awareness of every nation” [18]. In Russia, historiosophical moments were interpreted mainly from an ideological perspective. M. Pogodin [19] defended the theory of official nationality, N. Strakhov [20] shared the ideas of Pochemnichesto (roughly – return to the native soil); P. Lavrov [21] connected historical development with the activity of critically thinking individuals. And later, the indicated moral and aesthetic direction as a whole was preserved. For example, L. Gumilev [22] developed the doctrine of passionaries (super activists), and B. Mogilnitsky [23] wrote about the specificity of historical laws and the alternative character of cognition.

Ethical leitmotif can be traced in the domestic pedagogical literature as well. Already in the first Russian manual on the methodology of teaching history, Y. Gurevich, its author, persuaded “to exert influence on the moral and mental development of students by means of material impartation and the way of presenting it ... For this, there is no need to hide gloomy events in the history of the nation and put forward only bright events in our life. For this, there is no need to idealize the past of our people and humiliate the significance of other peoples: such blind patriotism is completely opposed to a sense of truth and humanity, the development of which the school should have in mind” [24]. A modern view of the problem of “digitalization of teaching history” is in line with the same civil-patriotic dominant [25].

Thus, domestic and foreign historiosophical schools, legally speaking, are examples of case-law and normative approaches to assessing evidence. The first comes from traditions and analogies, the second from formally established prescriptions; one focuses on the system and principles, the other on structure and dogma. In a word, Western philosophy is strong with rules, and Russian philosophy is alive with exceptions.

**Methodological basis**

Refined phrasally, foreign “historica” (as the discipline philosophy is called there) is pressed down by the “cultural layer” of terms (constituent myth, cultural code, axiological neutrality, sociocultural factor, etc.), the explanation of which is worth establishing an independent quasi-scientific discipline. Therefore, we are not surprised by the abundance of talk and often fantastic reasons for discussion, or by the emergence of “police” language, such as historical postscripts, falsifications, feints, false conclusions, qualifications of the phenomena meaning; that is why
historiography gradually mutates into graphology (which is recognized as pseudoscience by the way). It seems that all the efforts of the ancestors were devoted solely to concealment of traces and evasion of responsibility. But what is historical responsibility and (most important) – when and to whom to answer? This formulation of the problem seems to be fundamental for us, since it will allow us to distinguish the providentialists from the determinists, and art from artificiality and hack-work. In our opinion, the Western course towards the "legitimation" of historical comprehension is largely erroneous. Casuistry distills history, and the absolutization of "objectivity" is nothing more than a manifestation of pride (which intends to privatize the truth), that is, ultimate subjectivity.

The legal coordinates of the "objective-subjective" easily reveal the "tribal curses" of historians: formalism and tendentiousness (correlated, most likely, as a cause and an effect). With regard to the topic of traces and investigations, formalism is generally a structure forming criterion. Is the historian’s mission limited to the commission of an expert collecting and analyzing evidence? In this situation, the function (not even the mission) of an expert is to give an unambiguous (non-probabilistic) answer to the questions posed on the basis of the generated investigative version. Moreover, the version is nothing more than a polarized (biased, as an option) picture of events, as long as the process is divided into prosecution and defense parties. This means that the issue of accuracy and specificity of conclusions becomes central. It is the unreserved character of the expert assessment that is especially highly valued here, for law is a dark woods of reservations by definition, where every lawyer is Susanin and there is no one Danko.

It is worth noting that legal rhetoric has been present in the "procedure" vocabulary of scientific citations for more than half a century ("according to Leontyev's statement, Berdyaev recognized, Belinsky later repented, Karamzin confessed, Nestor directly names, Herzen testifies," etc.). Historical characters are defenseless against (re)searchers-investigators practicing interrogations under torture, manipulating information that is not always arguments and facts. Unlike testimonies, even memoirs are not interactive; they are peculiar answers without questions, a signed blank sheet of the case statement, which can be added with the hand of an unscrupulous detective. It turns out that in case of failure to appear (due to death) of the person involved, his own preserved confession is formally Regina probationum. Thanks to this "objective imputation", unpretentious hypotheses also appear – like the one that Afanasy Nikitin converted to Islam (according to allegedly "Muslim" passages in his "Walking over the Three Seas") or that the above mentioned "queen of evidence" is an aphorism of prosecutor A. Vyshinsky.

Therefore, the root of formalism lies in the non-selectivity of the method, since the research methodology must be approved by the competent authority. Otherwise, the results of the examination cannot be recognized as evidence. Moreover, a forensic expert is responsible for a knowingly false conclusion, but is the scientist responsible, and again, "who are the judges?" Certainly, the court of history that has been hoped for centuries will also hear a historian: as an expert or a witness. The latter is worse, because it presumes mistrust: why he intends to interpret events? We believe that they do not establish and restore the truth (who lost it?), they gain it. Here the revelation is higher than formal logic, diagnosis is more accurate than identification, and doctrine is more valuable than manuals. Perhaps that is why the phrase "History will judge us" will be relevant until the Last Judgment; the departed hopes for this as if for trial by ordeal that differed from torture because it was scheduled also by the will of the defendants. In this, we think, the hope of people for higher justice is manifested, irrespective of pedantry and pettifoggery.

Let us exacerbate our discussion of legal antiquity with one more thesis: truth is always "barbaric", it is not an impassionate noble "verity". The historian is not only an investigator, but also a
victim (like all mortals): both from history and sometimes because of history. This means that the need to find and expose the guilty person in front of society is very much in the spirit of the memorable leges barbarorum. Is it permissible to speak seriously about complete disinterest of historians in the results of their own researches? Especially in the era of politicization of everything and everyone, when they pay a high price for fomenting an unhealthy interest by any means, not disdaining noir-PR and other indecent public relations. According to J. Huizinga [26], “historical knowledge is one of the forms in which society becomes aware of itself”. We would like to believe that it is not the historian who reports, and the reported ones are not homo ludens or homo politicus, but serious people. In our opinion, an individual’s moral readiness to become an instrument of justice is significant, but how many of us have such dedication? In customary law (lex communis), moral values that a priori surpass formalism were venerated as the test of deed. Ultimately, what is the court for: for the sake of punishment or ad maiorem Dei gloriam inque hominum salutem? Only those who in the “barbaric truth” are imbued with participation in the common cause, ready to fight for justice and live “for that guy” will be true. This implies a higher authority - collective Person. In the words of M. Ancharov, “in order to understand himself, a person must become more complex than himself. And what could be higher than a Human? – Humankind!” [27].

Questing is more a profession than investigation and inquest. There is, however, a simplified and utilitarian version “from the evil one” – persecution (let us say, revisionism – as a means to settle accounts with the dead and thereby gain cheap authority). Events and traces are always more prominent in an oblique light: in a historical context, a simple optical mode looks almost an apology for tendentiousness. It is noteworthy: before the Enlightenment, chroniclers hardly feared this sin. Probably because, like I. Yasinsky, they considered tendentiousness to be “insincerity and a sister of mediocrity” [28], because they created their opuses, trying not to offend Eternity with vulgarity. The forensic reduction of history leads to the standardization of research methods, reducing them to algorithms. This way, it is easier to invent sensational revelations by speculating in archival compromising materials. “Elementary, my dear Watson” – this is where the current demand for conspiracy theories and "historical" detectives a la Dan Brown comes from.

Biased juggling is a form of falsification, an occasion and means to design myths and sculpt historical stereotypes. Legislation reflects the devaluation of values – therefore, it is natural to predict the reduction of historical science to trends that are always sketchy, and therefore caricatured. Moreover, if the course of time is interpreted in the spirit of the legal principle of inevitability, then historicism is a negative term, almost a forensic one. Indeed, it is easier to witness death (collapse, decay) as the absence of signs of life, while its presence is a much more subtle and less objective issue. In the second option, the expert at best tries to qualify the severity of damage (again, as the lack of health, physiological and functional integrity of the body). It is true that “the whole success of natural science lies in the fact that the attention focus is moved from causes to effects” [29].

Let us emphasize, we do not deny the importance of the technical criminological component of research in private sectors: archeology (where the kinship is, perhaps, the greatest), paleography, and onomastics. Areas that are more general should be “detectiveized” much more carefully. Every scientist is somewhere arbitrary and Lynching, but it is doubtful that the inevitable “court of history” will be held in absentia and on the basis of historiography only. The feeling of belonging to Humanity obliges the historian to think in integral, complex, figurative, and not abstract categories. Intersubjectivity itself (even intrasubjectivity) characterizes history as a humanitarian science, rather than a narrowly social one, akin to jurisprudence or sociology (especially in a positivistic
interpretation). Nor should history flirt with technological effectiveness, inconceivable without a project approach and its inherent one-sided limitation because of “moronic amazement with its epoch” (Pushkin’s phrase). Tendentiousness is not a worldview category; on the contrary, it is conditioned by the extensibility of life guidelines (not principles) and grows out of the vulgar aspiration for self-realization. The best remedy for bias is adherence to principles (outside of ideology, however, it can degenerate into rigorism). A person should inspire and justify trust – this is true for the requirements of both a forensic expert and a scientist. But what to trust and how to trust a moral-amorphous subject? And “who is more valuable for mother-history”: a self-affirming politician-faultfinder or a meaningfully silent “trace”? The context of historical discourse is usually set by reality when it is necessary to evaluate the past in order to realize somebody’s place in the present. Ancestors would be unpleasantly surprised by the scientists’ interest in their petrified feces, because they left temples to the coming generations! In the past, chronicles described the acts of kings, heroes and saints; now every social infusorian thinks of itself as a shoe from Louboutin and as a blogger. We have insta-stories instead of history, unsuitable attempts to litter eternity with standard content. Because of the media, life has been turned into a continuous muddy stream of unconscious being. In other words, there are a lot of traces and those who want to leave them, but they are all alike to the point of confusion, practically indistinguishable, because they are depersonalized.

In such an “environment of non-obviousness,” the historian needs not so much identification techniques as the talents of diagnostics and attribution (which is a search for the typical in a loose aggregate of the standard). This implies the presence of an internal conviction, a kind of “instinct of truth” in assessing evidence. It turns out that at the stage of fixing traces already, criminological determinism should respectfully give way to less accurate methods and more subtle matters. Just as the eye of the artist cannot fix moving objects, the aesthetics of history is in its statics, in eternal values, and anything transitory is tendentious decor. It has long been considered advantageous to go in for charlatanism: playing up to the temporary conjuncture, effectively sacrifice temporal patterns, identifying them with coincidences, passing symptoms for syndromes. Take for instance the current assortment of pseudo scholarly kitsch: pop histories, folk histories, alternative histories etc. Yet, from a historical perspective, custom-made cover-vestments [30] and divestments [31] are equally doomed to oblivion. Or to a curse, as it happened with the hysterical types of the perestroika era. However, moral purity will inspire even distant descendants.

**Research results**

We see the dignity of the researcher not so much in detached objectivity as in the virtues of conscientiousness and humbleness: you should “love yourself in art” less. Conscience is higher than reflection, it is Svetlov’s line: “How will I face the world, how will it look at me?” In this regard, chroniclers are a vivid example: we dare to assume that the history of Russia was written by internal emigrants – monks who were alien to politics, success and self-realization. Of course, the events in their presentation were mixed with legends, signs and rumors. Nevertheless, these rumors were (in a sense) a cut of public opinion. In a word, the chronicle tradition is more likely true than accurate: the spirit of the times in it was not cluttered with accounting of facts.

The historian’s task is to reveal the specifics of the typical. It is extremely difficult to find the “median nerve” of the era, but, we believe, this is the only way to comprehend the “subjective side” of an act in a historiosophical manner. M. Prishvin defined the type as “the social crystallization of the former individuality” [32]. For example, Raskolnikov’s tragedy is extraordinary and contrasts with the
typical surroundings of “Dostoevsky’s Petersburg”. But the story of professor-ripper from St. Petersburg [33], on the contrary, is frighteningly typical of the era of sluggish breakthrough. It is unequivocal and one-dimensional, it is savagery in the highest degree of concentration, which has absorbed staged patriotism, and mummary of science, and role-playing games, and fifty shades of adultery volunteering. Illusory life, death-show, crime management and punishment marketing [34]. It is interesting, how Napoleon Buonaparte is guilty of both murders; what will historians, reenactors and forensic scientists say?

Everyone wants to deserve hagiologic writing, or at least an obituary, but not personal particulars only. It is impossible to feel the spirit of an epoch without knowing the attitude of the people living then towards non-being. “Memento mori” sets up the vector of the “blindness” of life, for there are traces of life, but signs of death (remember the common phrase “I ask you to blame my life for my death”). As V. Klyuchevsky said, nature gives birth to people, their life buries them, and history resurrects them, wandering around their graves. Traces are fixed in signs of dying, crisis, involution as processes (and death is a fatal result). It is necessary to distinguish between orienting and reliable signs of death; it is the same in the analysis of the declines of empires and civilizations (the former do not stand the test of greatness, the latter – of satiety). Symptoms of degradation are not related to place and time. As well as the nature of the “supravital reactions” of the deceased empire, when they try to restore it in separate manifestations, re-construct it technologically ugly - the product always resembles a Golem or a Frankenstein monster. So, the dead is the trace-accepting object, while the living is the trace-forming one. It turns out that history is miraculously written on the shroud of biological anthropology, like a miracle of the Sindone di Torino!

Finally, let us decide what we consider to be the trace: either it is evidence per se, or only the source of evidence. Either it is simply a product of historical metabolism, or an attribute of eternity (and then the researcher himself is a person much more ephemeral and figurative). Marc Bloch’s formula defines a trace as “a sign accessible to our senses, left by a phenomenon that in itself is inaccessible to us” [35]. Note that the inaccessibility in terms of history, as in forensics, is not so much physical as procedural, that is, ultimately ritual, ideological. Moreover, the mentioned phenomenon (as “the reality given to us in sensations” [36]) can have different nature; it is dangerous to draw direct conclusions by identifying the phenomenon with the fact, and the trace with the source. It seems to us that the trace in history is a reflection, and always perfect one (even if on a material medium), imprinted in the mind and cultural memory. In historical studies, it is especially difficult to distinguish between the trace and the substrate on which it stays. Therefore, it depends largely on perception if we consider it to be a sign or not.

What leaves a trace on whom – that is the question. According to K. Marx, “as long as people exist, the history of nature and the history of people mutually determine each other” [37]. The assessment of the past is close to the truth if it is incontrovertible either by new sources introduced into scientific circulation, or by fresh archaeological discoveries. Translated into legal language, the qualification of the deed is correct when newly discovered circumstances are not able to change it radically. Thus, exploring the left sign, we must “elevate” it from the content and context to general understanding of the situation, because time heals precisely in the sense of restoring a holistic view of the past. As always, gaining such a perception brings the risks of being vulgarized before being reduced to a single denominator (or even to a sign). Unification the view of humanity (and its history) is possible only from the point of view of stupidity, which is brilliantly proved by Erasmus Roterodamus. However, this is no reason to put stupidity and death among universal human values.
The succinct aphorism of T. Granovsky “The process of history lies in the decomposition of the masses with thought” can be interpreted both in progressive and regressive way. In our opinion, the ability to catch and recognize the spirit of the time in concrete signs requires not only awareness of the facts. Identification requires more art than investigative-experimental reconstructions do. Here, a huge role is played by special signs, consonances and dissonances, “strong and weak shares”, that is, the events that were shocking and those that no longer amaze contemporaries – figuratively speaking, the “pulse pressure” of history is verified according to them. Of course, this point of view is more suitable for studying natural social trends, which are only deterioration and degeneration [38]. The notorious “course of things” is a fatal imprint, a static trace, a stamp of political and economic reality basis. History of the masses is written according to this outline (the influence of events on people), and personalities are characterized by denoting the attitude of a person to fateful events and participation in them. If history is not fixated and develops, it means that a thinking person has come out from the mass; someone violated, rose above the laws of causality by creating his own context. Outstanding, creative personalities leave a dynamic trace (influence) in the soul of the people, and the deeper is the trace, the more history depends on characters. These are “identifiers” of history that individualize culture. A. Khomyakov felt keenly such moments, therefore his historiosophy is higher than formal consistency, logic and linearity (on the other hand, it cannot be called unsystematic, illogical and non-linear: Khomyakov did not think in alternatives, as they still do in the West). In the grand scheme, the essence of history is unchangeable. Since the time of ancient Greek tragedies, it has been in the relationship of a hero, a choir and gods: a person, masks, and -isms, seeking to use it.

**Conclusion**

Inheritors of the ancestors, we go after them, and paradoxically – into the future, towards Humankind. But what kind of heir is from the investigator in the testamentary cause? What is the historian: an expert, jury, judge, mediator or medium? Is history made mediocre by mediation with a lot of unconscious information?

The actual separates and estranges us from eternity. According to H. Bergson, “as soon as reality creates something unpredictable or new from itself, it throws its image behind itself into its uncertain past” [39]. Objection: reality has a created nature, but does not create itself. Reality is a fact vulgarized by everyday life, a daguerreotype of the real, turning into either positive or negative – according to illumination. Recognizing the providential nature of history, we are more likely to focus on the enduring – therefore, to exceed the laws, as long as they regulate only the mechanisms of involution and the trajectory of the fall. Prophecy craze is from the loss of a sense of reality. In fact, the prophecies are heard where reality is considered to be chaotic. Prophetism is rarely optimistic, because progress is a dream, not a prophecy. Moreover, divination is not a revelation; prophecies always come true retroactively (in this form they are sold to the masses). It is important not to be hardened by the news of the day, so as not to overlook the general behind the particular.

The main thing on the way of research is to avoid simplifications, geometric schematization of history, reducing it to parallels and piles of additional constructions, politicized speculations and universal techno-philosophical “slow cookers of meanings”. It is no good to turn the famous Heidegger’s “Dasein” into appealing verbal design, as earlier they debased psychoanalysis to the Hollywood’s version of Freud explaining “supposedly everything”. Mental counterfeities (awkward generalizations and false actualizations) tempt with their accessibility, so it is more dangerous to confuse historical works with indictments. No less great is the temptation to fall into exegesis, and
from the interpreter of texts to become the owner of stylization, meta-history, and author’s “exclusive” worlds (that is why the “lying sagas” (lygisögur) a la Potter’s adventures or Middle-earth are so popular).

In our time of total digitalization, when existence is ahead of consciousness and the world is sliding into virtual fiction (lies and hypocrisy are already called digital intelligence), a sense of reality is supported exclusively by memory. The instinct of cultural self-preservation is manifested in a craving for the genuine, and this genuine is always in the past – this is undeniable, as a prejudicial fact. Actually, history differs from the natural processes because “phenomena in it are not repeated and happening events remain only as recollections for it” [40].

Antiquity is complicated and a refined image is restored (not reconstructed!) by the cultural memory. The past is not always the past; it lives in us. As Tyutchev said: “I have met you, and everything that had happened came to life again in my old heart... and now sounds, that never became silent in me, are heard louder.” Bygone days are the past that has not passed. And the lost moments are gaps that need to be filled without destroying harmony (therefore, some of them are tactfully filled with silence). “The new is the well-forgotten old” – it is by no means a cliché; however, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish the “spirit of history” from the stuffy retro-amber in the novelty. Thus, the artificial attempts of ceremonial myth-making, tagging and branding of history by “innermost people” [41] and #wecandoitagain make the present fast-held majesty panegyrics anti-historical and anti-popular. Certainly, we are far from declaring forensic science (much less history) to be the “party affiliation”; however, the old principle “cujus regio, ejus religio” cannot be discounted, comprehending something too human. A. Gurevich recognized the presumption of “otherness” as a postulate of historical cognition [42]. In our opinion, the problem is not in “otherness”, but in recognition of the relationship with the culture. Moreover, the historian always explores culture, whether dealing with personalities, artifacts or events. Not feeling this spiritual, almost mystical contemporaneity (as in T. Powers’ novel “The Anubis Gates”) – it is a sin to attempt to decipher the symbolism of the “traces”. Native reality is always closer, you take on a greater responsibility both to yourself and to your ancestors. A critical trend in historiography will take precedence until imitation (nigredo) has outlived itself. Consequently, the folk character of history is a necessary stage (albedo) of the synthesis of collective memory and national culture into a common memory (rubedo). Note: the most insightful of foreign scholars [43, 44] are on the path to understanding the importance of cultural memory (as a tuning fork for historicism) and the role of the collective Person in its formation. History is the heritage of Humankind, the unity with which we all once have to realize.

The issues of memory and history proportionality remind disputes about the difference between transubstantiation and trans-elementation. These are definitions again: if we consider memory as a physiological function of the brain, then history is immeasurably higher than any memory. On the contrary, recognizing the latter as a universal repository of knowledge and experience, history should be considered as one of the pantries from where information can be extracted depending on the means of detection and fixation. As you can see, the second approach risks becoming frankly technological and presumptuous self-sufficient, like everything technological. The obstacle is in the selectivity of memory (especially historical one); its secret has not yet been revealed, it is this selectivity that allows us to rely on the “court of history”. Probably the truth will be revealed not even by the court of history, but trial of it, which will happen on Judgment Day.

According to the paradox of V. Tendryakov, “history is the most dynamic process in nature. Historical science, alas, is perhaps the most static of all sciences” [45]. Our interpretation: static –
because one way or another it is focused on the acts of supra-historical personalities. In the words of P. Lavrov, these are “martyrs whose legend would far outgrow their true dignity. They will put into their mouths the best thoughts, which their followers have invented. They will become an unattainable ideal for the crowd”. In the masses, humanity can be found in trace amounts, and so-called society is nothing more than a trace of conciliar Humankind on Earth. Poets, sages, saints, revolutionaries of all times and peoples are spiritually related and consistent, they inspire hope for the existence of Humanity, which is personified progress. In other words, they form a constant, direct component of the historical current, while impersonal but visible (scientific and technical) progress forms its variable (alternating) and is found in the masses. It turns out that the latter are both a trace-forming and a trace-perceiving object, while their purely investigative study limits history to a social (objective) component, at the expense of humanitarian one.

We are sure: the general outcome (not the goal) is in the historiosophical implementation of all historical disciplines, just as the legal branches will reach at last the primary source (legal theory). Aeon lives in cultural memory, but, alas, history is increasingly content with chronos. You should not reduce the poetry of anthropology to prose and phrase. History, in our opinion, is about the eternally alive, and not about the outdated.
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